AAFCO Committee Structure Survey:

In 2010 AAFCO combined several committees. Part of the process was to come back and verify if the organization restructure increased our effectiveness. We'd like your input and suggestions.

The committee structure changes recommended in 2010 were:
- Combined Enforcement issues with E-Commerce task force and Federal State relations (part of their tasks to move to Outreach)
- Combined Communications and State and Industry Relations
- Combined Feed Manufacturing and Feed Contaminants
- Created Strategic Affairs by combining Bylaws, Finance & Long Range Planning
- Created Education and Training and placed in it the seminar committee

Please focus on the current structures not the initial structure set out in the reorganization.

Questions for the AAFCO Committee Structure Survey:

Work Process Change Questions:

1.) Is the process of running new language through the model bill committee for placement and check for conflicting language necessary?

2.) Is the lateral movement of motions between committees with board knowledge working for your committee?
**Organizational Structure Change Questions:**

3.) Are the changes we made in 2010 working for your committee?

4.) Do you have time to address all the issues brought to the combined committee?

5.) Did the combination add value or efficiencies to AAFCO?

6.) Is there any other changes to committee structure that would be useful? for example:
   a) With National Pet food labeling regulations on the horizon do we need to maintain a separate Feed Labeling committee and a Pet Food committee or could we combine them?
   
   b) Should the Finance subcommittee be housed under the BOD instead of strategic affairs?